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WORKPLACE JUSTICE

THE FIGHT FOR $15 IS WINNING
FOR WOMEN AND FAMILIES
JULIE VOGTMAN

Across the country, millions of workers—mostly women, and
disproportionately women of color—struggle to support
themselves and their families on low wages. More than 53
million U.S. workers make less than $15 per hour—a full 44
percent of the workforce.1 Women make up more than half of
this group2 despite being a minority of the workforce overall.3
More than half (53 percent) of Black workers and 60 percent
of Latinx workers make less than $15 per hour.4 Women’s
overrepresentation in low-wage jobs is one factor driving the
persistent gender wage gap: women working full time, year
round typically are paid just 80 cents for every dollar paid
to their male counterparts, and this gap is even wider for
women of color compared to their white male counterparts.5

enact a $15 statewide minimum wage, and the District of
Columbia soon followed.8 As a result, millions of women—and
their families—will soon benefit from fairer pay.

California
•	Nearly half (45 percent) of working women in California
make less than $15 per hour, compared to 39 percent
of working men.9 Working people of color are also
disproportionately likely to be paid low wages: 59 percent
of Latinx workers, 41 percent of Black workers, and 33
percent of Asian workers in California make less than $15
per hour, compared to 29 percent of white workers.10
•	Overall, almost one in three workers in California (5.6
million) will get a raise under their state’s new law,11 which
gradually increases the minimum wage from its current $10
to $15 per hour by 2022 (2023 for businesses with 25 or
fewer employees), and increases it automatically based on
inflation starting in 2024.

Fortunately, higher wages are on the horizon for millions of
working women—due in large part to their own powerful
organizing efforts. The movement now known collectively
as the “Fight for $15” began in late 2012 in New York City,
with strikes by hundreds of fast food workers demanding a
$15 hourly wage and a union. The effort has since expanded
nationwide to include retail workers at Walmart and other
chains, home care and child care workers, convenience store
and dollar store workers, adjunct university faculty, and other
working women and men who have demanded at least $15
an hour and the right to unionize without retaliation. Their
strong and persistent call for $15 has prompted a wide range
of businesses to raise pay for their hourly employees and
spurred legislative efforts around the country to establish a
$15 minimum wage.6

•	Restaurant servers and other tipped workers will fully
benefit from this increase: California is one of eight states
in which employers must pay their tipped employees the
regular minimum wage before tips (see box, next page).12
About two-thirds of tipped workers in California are
women.13

In 2014, Seattle and San Francisco became the first major
cities in the country to approve a $15 minimum wage, and Los
Angeles and other cities in California followed suit in 2015.7
In 2016, California and New York became the first states to

•	Four in ten working women in New York make less than
$15 per hour, compared to 35 percent of working men.15
Working people of color are also disproportionately likely to
be paid low wages: 52 percent of Latinx workers, 41 percent

•	Cities like San Francisco and Los Angeles that raised their
minimum wages prior to the statewide increase will reach
$15 before 2022 and, thanks to indexing provisions, will
continue to rise ahead of the statewide minimum wage. For
example, San Francisco’s minimum wage will reach $15 per
hour in 2018 and will be increased annually thereafter to
keep pace with inflation.14

New York
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of Black workers, and 41 percent of Asian workers in New
York make less than $15 per hour, compared to 32 percent
of white workers.16
•	In New York, over 2.3 million workers will see bigger
paychecks as the minimum wage rises from $9 to $15—
by December 2018 in New York City (one year later for
businesses with 10 or fewer employees), and by December
2021 in suburban Long Island and Westchester County.17 In
upstate New York, the wage will rise to $12.50 per hour by
December 2020, then increase annually until it reaches $15
per hour based on a formula to be set by the state budget
agency.
•	The tipped minimum cash wage in New York will also rise
under the new law, but only to two-thirds of the regular
minimum wage. More than half (53 percent) of tipped
workers in New York are women.18

District of Columbia
•	More than one in four (28 percent) working women in
D.C. make less than $15 per hour, compared to 22 percent
of working men.19 Working people of color are also
disproportionately likely to be paid low wages: 39 percent
of Latinx workers, 36 percent of Black workers, and 20

percent of Asian workers in D.C. make less than $15 per
hour, compared to 12 percent of white workers.20
•	Under the new minimum wage law, more than 114,000
working people in D.C.—including at least 60,000 women—
will get a raise by 2020, when the District’s minimum wage
reaches $15 per hour.21 Women of color, who are just over
a quarter of D.C.’s workforce (28 percent), are 42 percent
of workers who will benefit; one in five working women of
color in D.C. will get a raise.22
•	The D.C. measure, however, did little to improve wages for
tipped workers, raising the tipped minimum cash wage
from $2.77 to $5.00 per hour by 2020, when it will be just
one-third of the regular minimum wage. Although men
outnumber women in D.C.’s tipped workforce, women
tipped workers in the District face an especially high risk of
economic insecurity: 22 percent live in poverty—double the
rate for men tipped workers, and more than twice the rate
for working women and men overall.23 The median wage
for tipped restaurant servers, the largest group of tipped
workers in D.C.,24 are the lowest of any occupation in the
District25 —and women in tipped occupations make just
83 cents for every dollar paid to their male counterparts,26
suggesting that they may be more likely than men tipped
workers to be paid the tipped minimum wage.

The Fight for One Fair Wage
All too often—as in New York and the District of Columbia—tipped workers are left behind when the minimum wage
rises. Under federal law, employers can pay their tipped workers just $2.13 an hour—a rate that has not gone up in
more than a quarter century. Although employers are legally required to make up the difference between the regular
minimum wage and the lower wage they pay their tipped workers if the tips they receive fall short of this amount, this
requirement is difficult to enforce and employers often fail to comply.27 As a result, tipped workers frequently struggle
to make ends meet on unpredictable tips with virtually no dependable income from a paycheck. Most of these workers
are women.
Tipped workers fare notably better, however, in states like California where employers have to pay their tipped workers
the regular minimum wage before tips. In these states, the average poverty rate for women tipped workers is 27
percent lower—and wage gaps for women tipped workers as well as women overall are smaller—than in states with a
$2.13 tipped minimum cash wage.28 Women tipped workers are also much less likely to experience sexual harassment
on the job in states where they can count on receiving the full minimum wage before tips, as they are less likely to feel
forced to tolerate inappropriate behavior from customers just to make a living.29 And these gains have not come at the
expense of business; the states with one minimum wage for all workers have experienced higher restaurant sales per
capita and greater growth in restaurant industry jobs than the states with lower minimum wages for tipped workers.30
In tandem with the Fight for $15, Restaurant Opportunities Centers United is leading national and local campaigns to
achieve One Fair Wage for tipped workers across the country.31 Maine recently became the first state on the East coast
to pass One Fair Wage, as a grassroots campaign led by the Maine People’s Alliance and other advocates mobilized to
put the issue directly to voters,32 who resoundingly approved the measure on the November 2016 ballot.33 (The fight is
not over in Maine, however, as the minimum wage measure—and especially the tipped minimum wage component—has
already come under attack in the legislature, with numerous bills introduced to repeal wage increases for workers.34)
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In two of the largest states in the country and in the
nation’s capital, millions of the hardest-working, lowest-paid
workers—like home health aides, child care workers, retail
staff, and food service workers—will soon see their annual
incomes rise to about $30,000 if they work full time, year
round. For a mother with two children, that increase can
mean the difference between hovering around the poverty
line and having a real shot at economic security. Raising the
minimum wage also can be expected to benefit communities
and the broader economy as workers spend their higher
earnings at local businesses35—and evidence from cities like
San Jose, San Francisco, and Seattle that have begun to

phase in a $15 minimum wage indicates that employment has
in fact grown along with workers’ paychecks.36
But this progress also puts in stark relief the urgent need for
federal action to make sure many more millions of workers
across the country aren’t left behind. Today, the minimum
wage in 21 states is still at just $7.25 per hour—the minimum
required by federal law—and the majority of states have a
minimum cash wage for tipped workers that is less than
$4.00 per hour. It’s past time for one fair minimum wage
nationwide.

Private sector response to the Fight for $15
Since 2015, companies ranging from Walmart to Facebook have announced plans to raise wages for their lowest-paid
workers—largely in response to the public pressure exerted by the Fight for $15 and other worker organizing efforts.
While the increased wages announced by Walmart and several other large retailers (including Target, T.J. Maxx, and
Gap) are in the $9 to $10 per hour range, many of the increased wages approach, or even exceed, $15 per hour.37 For
example, in April 2015, Aetna—the third-largest health insurer in the U.S.—raised its minimum wage to $16 per hour,
benefiting an estimated 5,700 employees. Aetna’s CEO Mark Bertolini explained, “We wanted people at the front lines
who took care of our customers to not have the kind of stress associated with being able to provide . . . food for their
families, worrying while they were on the job. . . . To make sure that they were bringing their best selves to work every
day.” And while the costs of the pay increase are significant, Bertolini believes they will be offset by the benefits to the
company: “I think it’s a pretty good bet that we’re going to find a way to cover those costs in the long run. . . . We don’t
see it suffering at all.”38
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